Avian UCP: the killjoy in the evolution of the mitochondrial uncoupling proteins.
The understanding of mitochondrial functioning is of prime importance since it combines the production of energy as adenosine triphosphate (ATP) with an efficient chain of redox reactions, but also with the unavoidable production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) involved in aging. Mitochondrial respiration may be uncoupled from ATP synthesis by a proton leak induced by the thermogenic uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1). Mild uncoupling activity, as proposed for UCP2, UCP3, and avian UCP could theoretically control ROS production, but the nature of their transport activities is far from being definitively understood. The recent discovery of a UCP1 gene in fish has balanced the evolutionary view of uncoupling protein history. The thermogenic proton transport of mammalian UCP1 seems now to be a late evolutionary characteristic and the hypothesis that ancestral UCPs may carry other substrates is tempting. Using in silico genome analyses among taxa and a biochemical approach, we present a detailed phylogenetic analysis of UCPs and investigate whether avian UCP is a good candidate for pleiotropic mitochondrial activities, knowing that only one UCP has been characterized in the avian genome, unlike all other vertebrates. We show, here, that the avian class seems to be the only vertebrate lineage lacking two of the UCP1/2/3 homologues present in fish and mammals. We suggest, based on phylogenetic evidence and synteny of the UCP genes, that birds have lost UCP1 and UCP2. The phylogeny also supports the history of two rounds of duplication during vertebrate evolution. The avian uncoupling protein then represents a unique opportunity to explore how UCPs' activities are controlled, but also to understand why birds exhibit such a particular relationship between high metabolism and slow rate of aging.